TOOLS DEMO GUIDELINES

Tools Demonstrator Guidelines:
• Tools demonstrators are expected to be present and nearby their demonstration area for the duration of Poster and Tools Demo Session on **Wednesday 15 April, 3.00pm – 4.00pm**.

• Abstracts for demonstrations are to be submitted in PDF format by the **extended** due date (13 March 2009) via email to **aswec-tools@itee.uq.edu.au**.

• Authors are encouraged to provide a one-page paper with an explanation of their demonstration to be handed out to conference delegates who are seeking further information.

• Notifications will be sent out Thursday 19 March 2009.

Tools Submission Guidelines:
Submissions should include the following information:

• Names of the intended demonstrators

• Intended audience for tool

• Name and description of the tool to be demonstrated

• A brief description of the structure of the intended demonstration that includes total expected duration time, duration of individual stages (if any).

• Demonstration requirements – the conference organisers will provide a suitable table (and chairs if requested). Demonstrators must bring their own laptop/computing equipment. Extra equipment (such as flat screen monitors) may be arranged, prior to the conference, on a case-by-case basis.

Submissions review process:

Each submission will be reviewed according to the following criteria:

• Level of interest to conference delegates

• Suitability of tool as not commercially available for sale.

If you require further information, please contact the Tools Demo Coordinator by email, Daniel Bradley <**aswec-tools@itee.uq.edu.au**>.